From: NEW YORK
To: MOSCOW
No: 1836

29 December 1944

[Two part message complete]

To VIKTOR - to the 8th Department.

PILOT[1] advised on December 21st:
1) On the Western front the English are doing nothing. They have already withdrawn their troops into winter quarters.

2) Colonel of the Air Force of the COUNTRY[11] ROSENBLAT saw in China caves and concrete buildings where they keep cargoes which have arrived from the COUNTRY in the course of the last few years but which have not been used. In his words the whole army of the COUNTRY in China is disgusted with CHIANG KAI-SHEK [CHANKAJ-ShI] and with the fact that while not waging war on the Japanese he is nevertheless taking and stockpiling materials from the COUNTRY. STILWELL [STIL-VELL] in conversations with CHIANG KAI-SHEK has constantly requested a reply to the question when CHIANG KAI-SHEK is to begin fulfilling the obligation undertaken in 1941.

3) One of the strongest and most evil of the COUNTRY's forces in China is the IZBA[111] which is closely connected with the secret police of DILI[stc]. The IZBA supplies DILI with arms stores and instructs [them] in the methods of the secret police of the COUNTRY. The IZBA proposed to the Central Government [5 groups unrecovered] [D's agents] of DILI led by the IZBA [5 groups unrecovered] Supports of the Northern [3 groups unrecovered] Army of the COUNTRY's attitude to [3 groups unrecovered] North [33 groups unrecoverable]

Please advise on what questions about China we should send you information by telegraph.

No.1000

MAJ[iv]

Comment:

[11] USA
[111] OSS
[iv] Stepan Zakharovich APRESYaN